Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The extensive research interest in reversible logic synthesis is motivated by its potential for quantum computing applications and low power circuit design. Quantum computing has been actively pursued for the past few decades due to its potential to achieve exponential speed up for some intractable problems such as prime factoring [1] and searching [2] . Quantum devices are necessarily logically and physically reversible logic where there is no fan-out, fan-in, or any feedback. Pioneering work by Landauer, Bennett, Fredkin, and Toffoli investigated the potential of reversible logic to create circuits that theoretically eliminate power dissipation [3, 4, 5, 6] . The process of synthesizing reversible circuits with some desired functionality results in a serial cascade of a variety of basic reversible gates. The synthesis objective is to minimize the number of required gates while also keeping garbage outputs and ancillary inputs to a minimum [7] .
Synthesis of reversible circuits is significantly more difficult than conventional logic synthesis as evidenced by the fact that current synthesizers are limited to circuits with less than 20 inputs. Furthermore, optimal synthesis has been achieved only for much smaller circuits with very few inputs [8] . Synthesis is even more difficult for multiple-valued logic (MVL) reversible circuits [9] . Numerous synthesis paradigms have been proposed, including search-based [10, 11] , template matching [12, 13] , formal methods using SAT [14] , group theory and symmetry based techniques [15] , spectral methods [16] , and non-search-based lexicographical approaches [17, 18] . Reversible logic synthesizers often use a combination of these techniques.
The well known MMD synthesizer combines a fast non-search-based lexicographic algorithm with a searchbased template matching post processing phase [17] . While the lexicographic synthesis algorithm is relatively fast and guarantees that a circuit will be synthesized, it often produces an excessively non-optimal circuit implementation. This paper proposes the framework we refer to as "QMDDsyn" that improves the lexicographic synthesis algorithm by adjusting the lexicographic order based on the best variable order obtained by the recently introduced quantum multiple-valued decision diagrams (QMDD) [19] .
Several researchers have used other decision diagram techniques to determine the cost function during a searchbased synthesis approach [9, 10, 20] . To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to investigate the relation between the function specification variable order in a decision diagram and the circuit synthesis process. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly discuss reversible logic, lexicographical reversible logic synthesis, and the QMDD structure. We describe our approach in Section 3 and present the experimental results in Section 4. Conclusions and suggestions for further research appear in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES

Reversible Logic
Definition 1: A binary or MVL gate/circuit is logically reversible if it maps each input pattern to a unique output pattern. This mapping is defined by the transformation matrix of the circuit. □ For binary reversible logic, the transformation matrix is of the form of a permutation matrix. For quantum circuits, the transformation matrix is a unitary matrix with complex-valued elements. An n×n reversible circuit with n inputs and n outputs requires a r n ×r n transformation matrix, where r is the radix. The method we present in this paper is applicable to both binary reversible logic circuits (r=2) and MVL circuits (r>2) since both the QMDD data structure and the MMD synthesis approach support MVL reversible logic circuits [9, 21] .
Definition 2:
An n-variable generalized Toffoli gate is an n×n reversible circuit that passes n-1 control lines without change and complements the remaining target line if, and only if, the control lines are asserted. We denote a nvariable Toffoli gate as TOF(x 0 ,x 1 ,…,x i-1 ,x i+1 ,…,x n-1 ;x i ), where the target line x i is separated by a semicolon from the control lines. □ Fig. 1 illustrates an n×n Toffoli gate. The n-1 control lines are denoted by filled circles while the target line X i is marked by an open circle.
Figure 1. n-variable Toffoli reversible gate
Many binary and MVL reversible gates have been proposed [22] . We use the cycle by one, the cycle by two and the self sift ternary gates for the MVL example circuits presented in this work. The transformation matrix of a circuit cascade is computed by multiplying the transformation matrices of the gates, starting with the rightmost gate.
Definition 3:
The complete specification of a reversible function is defined as a listing of all output permutations of the function in a lexicographic order. □
The synthesis of a reversible circuit is a process that produces a gate cascade implementing the complete specification while minimizing a cost function. From this point of view, it is crucial to use an appropriate metric for measuring the cost of the circuit.
Definition 4:
The quantum cost of a circuit C is the number of elementary quantum operations that are used to implement the complete specification [23] . □
Definition 5:
The trivial identity reversible circuit is a reversible circuit that implements the identity transformation matrix I. □ Any subsection (or sub-cascade) of a reversible circuit that (inadvertently) implements the identity transformation matrix I is redundant. For a cost function based on minimizing the total number of gates in the cascade, it is desirable to detect and remove such subsections.
Lexicographic Reversible Logic Synthesis
Lexicographic reversible logic synthesizers inspect a complete specification and for each input, implement a series of one or more gates that translate the input pattern into the specified output pattern. The key idea is that the synthesizer proceeds in a lexicographic order along the specification and once an input-output transformation is made, it must not be changed again. The best known lexicographic reversible synthesizer for reversible logic is the "MMD" synthesizer proposed in [17] . An MVL version of the algorithm is described in [9] . The "MMD" basic algorithm is bidirectional since the transformation proceeds simultaneously from the inputs to the outputs and from the outputs to the inputs. Such approaches may proceed in any order, and in the case of MMD, can proceed in orders from the top of the lexicographic list to the bottom, or vice versa. Lexicographic synthesizers are non-search based because they select the required translation gates for each output pattern without a search. This results in a relatively fast (although exponentially complex) algorithm which completes the synthesis of the r n patterns of the complete specification of an n×n function with O(nr n ) complexity and is guaranteed to converge. These features of the MMD lexicographic synthesis method motivated us to use it as the basis for this research.
The MMD algorithm can produce a non-optimal circuit implementation. To mitigate this limitation, the generated circuit undergoes a further minimization step using transformations based on template matching [13] . Template matching can be time consuming as new potential matches may emerge after the completion of a prior match replacement.
Quantum Multiple-valued Decision Diagrams
The transformation matrix M of dimension n n r r − − × This partitioning is exploited by the QMDD structure and is used to specify the circuit C in a compact form [19] . In a similar manner to a reduced ordered binary decision diagram (ROBDD) [24] , a QMDD adheres to a fixed variable ordering and common substructures (representing submatrices) are shared. A QMDD has a single terminal vertex with value 1, and each edge in the QMDD, including the edge pointing to the start vertex, has an associated complex-valued weight. Proof: A proof by induction based on the normalization of edge weights that is performed during the QMDD construction is detailed in [19] . □
THE SYNTHESIS METHOD
The QMDDsyn Framework
The "QMDDsyn" framework attempts to reduce the size measured by the quantum cost of the circuit produced by the reversible logic lexicographic synthesizer. We were inspired by the approach that Fujita et al. took in minimizing binary decision diagram for classical irreversible logic [25] . Following the structural shape of the circuit, they minimized the number of wire crossings and gave priority to fan-outs encountered in the depthfirst transversal from the outputs to the inputs of the circuit. In this work we use a similar approach, but in reverse -we use the best variable order corresponding to a minimized QMDD representation of the circuit to reorder the specification given to the lexicographic synthesizer. The process of template matching is delayed until it can be provided with a smaller circuit to optimize. Fig. 2 illustrates this process.
We first synthesize the function specification lexicographically to obtain the baseline circuit C1. In the experiments described here, we used MMD for the first step, however any initial mapping or existing circuit cascade could be used and optimized with our approach. This circuit is converted into a QMDD representation and a sifting minimization using dynamic variable ordering (DVO) is performed [21, 26, 27] . While the QMDD can be built directly from the complete specification, we use the baseline circuit C1 to gauge the efficiency of the proposed framework's results.
The complete specification is re-ordered based on the variable order that resulted from the minimized QMDD. The re-ordered specification is used to lexicographically synthesize a new candidate circuit C2. Since we use the bidirectional version of the MMD algorithm, the framework also re-orders the complete specification in the reversed variable order of the minimized QMDD. This reversed re-ordered specification is used to synthesize another candidate circuit C3.
The framework then selects the smaller of circuits C1, C2, and C3 for the final step of template matching minimization. This minimization process is time consuming and therefore it is desirable to perform it only once with the smallest circuit. Since the QMDD minimization may provide several variable orders that produce the same minimized QMDD, the process of . We first use the MMD unidirectional algorithm to produce circuit C1 of 12 gates with a quantum cost of 30 as shown in Fig. 3a . For simplicity, we first illustrate the approach using the simplified case of binary circuit benchmarks with a unidirectional version of the MMD algorithm. Results for ternary-valued circuits are given later in the paper.
While this initial circuit may not be optimal, it is an exact implementation of the specification. table of  Table 1 . The results need to be ordered lexicographically (in ascending binary order) according to the input as shown in the right truth table of Table 1 .
The MMD unidirectional algorithm is applied on this reordered specification represented by the 8-tuple (3,4,6,5,1,2,7,0) to produce the candidate circuit C2 of 7 gates with quantum cost of 11 as shown in Fig. 3b .
The variable lines of C2 are re-arranged according to the variable order by moving the top line to the bottom while still keeping the same gates' connections. The final circuit C2' is shown in Fig. 3c . The QMDDsyn framework verifies that circuit C2' is equivalent to C1 as they are both represented by the same QMDD in view of Theorem 1. This example illustrates an overall size reduction in terms of quantum cost of 11/30 (53%). In this illustrative example C3 was not computed since only the unidirectional MMD algorithm is used to demonstrate the concept. In the following experimental results we use the bidirectional MMD algorithm for the lexicographic synthesis step and report the reversed order candidate circuit C3 as well as C2 size for each benchmark. 
Circuit Complexity versus QMDD Size
In this section we analyze the relation between the reversible logic circuit size and the number of nodes in the QMDD that represents the circuit.
Lemma 1:
Two equivalent reversible circuits composed of a different number of gates result in the same QMDD for a given variable ordering. Proof: The proof results directly from the canonic property of QMDD of Theorem 1, and following the discussion in [27, 28] . □ Let us assume that circuit C of s gates and circuit C' of t gates are two implementations of the same function specification, where t>s. Since Lemma 1 indicates that C and C' are represented by the same QMDD, it is clear that the QMDD size cannot be used as a measure of circuit size complexity. A reversible circuit may even include partially redundant logic that artificially increases its size as shown in [28] . Furthermore, lemma 2 illustrates that an arbitrarily large section of a synthesized circuit may be a trivial identity that cannot be reflected in the size of the QMDD.
Lemma 2:
There exists an n×n trivial identity reversible circuit cascade with any arbitrary even number of gates. Proof: Let m=2k be the number of gates in a circuit, where k is an integer so that k≥0. For k=0, the circuit merely consists of all the lines and therefore is a trivial identity circuit. For k=1, we make a cascade of two gates consisting of an arbitrary gate followed by its inverse. It is easy to see that such a circuit is a trivial identity reversible circuit. For k>1, we first build a cascade C of k arbitrary gates. We then build another cascade C' using exactly the same gates but in a reversed order. Let A and A' be the transformation matrices of C and C' respectively. Since C is equivalent to reversing a cascade so that the outputs exchange with the inputs, A'=A T . It then follows that the constructed circuit with an even number of gates m=2k implements the transformation matrix A'×A=A T ×A=I, which completes the proof.
□
We try to estimate the size of the binary QMDD (in non-terminal nodes) in view of the circuit specification. A trivial identity n×n reversible circuit requires n nonterminal nodes. Since a binary QMDD has four edges exiting from each non-terminal node, the upper limit for QMDD size is reached if each edge points to a different node in a unique way. This condition is a geometric series with size equal to
for the binary case. For the ternary MVL case, the expression becomes
However, the transformation matrix represented by the QMDD for reversible logic is a permutation matrix that has only a single '1' element in each row and each column [21] . This immense sparsity leads to significantly smaller QMDD sizes than predicted by (1) which we examine empirically in the next section.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
QMDD Size versus Circuit Size
We explored binary and ternary circuits of 5, 6, and 7 variables, with a number of gates ranging up to 100 to gauge the relation between the circuit size and its QMDD representation. Our experimental results for binary circuits are collected in Table 2 while our experiments with ternary circuits appear in Table 3 .
For each binary circuit with a given number of gates we show the quantum cost and the number of nodes in the QMDD representing the circuit. The results in Table 2 that use published benchmarks are marked with a superscripted file identifier as follows: 1 -"mod5d1" (8 gates), 2 -"hwb5tc" (55 gates), 3 -"2of5d1" (18 gates), 4 -"rd53d1" (12 gates), and 5-ham7tc (23 gates). The other circuits were generated by selecting Toffoli gates with a random number of control lines and random connections.
The binary circuits demonstrate that the QMDD size does not follow the circuit size once the circuit size passes 20-40 gates. In contrast, the quantum cost does follow the circuit size, as expected. For example, for 5-variables, a circuit with 90 gates is represented by a QMDD with 42 nodes, less than the 46-node QMDD that represents the circuit with 40 gates. These experimental results illustrate the outcome of Lemma 2, as well as the work on partially redundant reversible logic reported in [27, 28] . (2) 47 (2) 1016 83  1712  153  70  682  42  1186 72  1968  149  80  808  46  1388 82  2344  140  90  918  42  1388 82  2716  164  100  1036  45  1824 83  3047  176 Since there are very few published ternary benchmark circuits, we have re-used the 5-variable circuits discussed in our previous work [21] . We randomly created additional ternary circuits with 6, and 7 variables as shown in Table 3 . Following the pattern we saw with the binary circuits of Table 2 , the QMDD size does not follow the circuit size, and the number of nodes is substantially lower than the maximum bound of equation (2) . 
Lexicographic Synthesis Guided by Variable Order
The synthesis results obtained with the QMDDsyn framework for binary circuits are shown in Table 4 . We use the complete specification from the published benchmark circuits [29] as well as the specification obtained from the random circuits introduced in Table 2 . For each specification, we list the number of variables in column 2 and the QMDD size in non-terminal nodes in column 3. The minimization results are shown in columns 4 to 5. Column 6 lists the variable order obtained during the QMDD minimization. Column 7 shows the quantum cost of the baseline circuit C1. Column 8 displays the quantum cost of candidate circuit C2 obtained with the variable reorder of column 6. In both cases, the quantum cost is computed by the Maslov's RCviewer utility [29] which follows definition 4. Column 9 lists the quantum cost of the reversed order candidate circuit C3. In column 10 there is a comparison quantum cost for circuit C4 that is synthesized with a random variable order.
The quantum cost improvement obtained when using the QMDD variable reorder is depicted in column 11. Negative percentage indicates that the QMDDsyn obtained a smaller circuit with the variable reorder. We should note that the smaller of circuits C2 and C3 is compared to the baseline circuit C1, as discussed in Section 3.1.
The results show significant improvement in the quantum cost using the approach of QMDDsyn for many benchmark circuits. There is generally a good correlation between the level of QMDD size reduction and the improvement in the quantum cost.
As is observed in Table 2 , the QMDD size grows rapidly from the number of variables (for trivial circuit) to a certain fluctuating range. Smaller QMDD size indicates less permutation by the specification. It seems from our results that specifications with smaller QMDD sizes (i.e. less permutation) are likely to produce better quantum cost reduction on the QMDDsyn framework.
Since this approach is based on a heuristic, it does not work in all cases, and for several specifications ("hwb4tc", "rand5v1", "rand7v6"), the selection of a random variable order obtained a better quantum cost reduction. There is an 8% quantum cost deterioration for "rand7v6". The file "5mod5tc" resists any size change apparently due to its unique construction with 5 garbage outputs and only one controlled output.
The run times for the QMDDsyn framework are not shown in Table 4 since they are not substantially different than the "MMD" run times, except that the synthesis process is repeated two times to evaluate candidate circuits C2 and C3.
It is interesting to note that the efforts of Fujita et al. to reduce the size of BDD for classical irreversible circuits based on variable order selection produced spectacular results [25] . Our results indicate that similar heuristics for reversible logic are likely to have much less dramatic improvements due to the inherent maximal connectivity associated with each circuit variable [27] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has considered the affect of variable reordering of the complete specification on the lexicographic synthesis of reversible circuits. We have demonstrated a framework that changes the variable order of the function specification based on the minimization of the QMDD representation of the function. Like any heuristic approach, the experimental results show the method to be quite effective for some circuit benchmarks while sometimes having little or no benefit for others. Since the execution time of the lexicographic synthesizer is predictable, our approach does not significantly increase the overall execution time. We demonstrated that the size of ternary and binary reversible circuits has no direct correlation to the size of their QMDD representation. We are investigating the suitability of the proposed method on other search-based reversible logic synthesizers. We are also considering methods to obtain synthesized reversible circuits directly from the minimized QMDD data structure representing the function's complete specification.
Because the MVL version of MMD that we used works efficiently only up to about 4 input circuits, we are currently automating the synthesis method based on MVL circuit functions with heredity [30] . While this approach will only generate MVL example circuits that have heredity, it is possible to synthesize significantly larger cascades that will be useful for future experimentation.
